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Water Temperature Dependence of Single Bubble Sonoluminescence
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The strong dependence of the intensity of single bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) on w
temperature observed in experiment can be accounted for by the temperature dependence of the m
constants of water, most essentially of the viscosity, of the argon solubility in water, and of the va
pressure. The strong increase of light emission at low water temperatures is due to the possib
of applying higher driving pressures, caused by increased bubble stability. The presented calcula
combine the Rayleigh-Plesset equation based hydrodynamical /chemical approach to SBSL and fu
dynamical calculations of the bubble’s interior. [S0031-9007(98)05331-9]
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One of the remarkable features of single bubb
sonoluminescence (SBSL) [1,2] is the sensitivity o
the light emission to the water temperature experime
tally found by the UCLA group [2,3]; cf. Fig. 1. To
obtain these results, Barberet al. proceeded as fol-
lows (Refs. [2,3,5]): Water was cooled to a tempera
ture of 2.5±C and completely degassed. An air pressu
overhead of 150 Torr, corresponding to about 20% of g
saturation, was adjusted and sonoluminescence (SL)
periments were performed, still at 2.5±C. Then the water
was heated to 20±C without readjusting the gas concen-
tration, and the SL experiment was repeated. Finally, th
same measurement was performed after heating the wa
to 32±C. At all three temperatures, the forcing pressur
amplitudePa of the driving sound field was adjusted in
order to give maximum light intensity, while maintaining
bubble stability against fragmentation (stable SL). Ac-
cording to the “waterfall plots” shown, e.g., in Ref. [2], the
highest light intensity always corresponds to the large
achievable driving pressure (Pmax

a ). The experimental
values forPmax

a are shown in Fig. 2.
The bubble radius dynamicsRstd was detected in these

experiments (using Mie scattering techniques) and fitte
by the Rayleigh-Plesset (RP) equation [2]. In this fi
several parameters were allowed to vary: the drivin
pressure amplitudePa, the ambient radiusR0 (radius
of the bubble under normal conditions), and also th
surface tensions of the air/water interface and the wate
viscositynl [2,3]. We consider the treatment of the latte
two quantities as free parameters arbitrary, ass and nl

are well defined material constants, but are varied in [2,
by as much as a factor of 4 and beyond. Fittings andnl

may be avoided if a more realistic model for the therma
behavior of the gas inside the bubble is applied: in th
RP equation, the internal gas pressure is taken to va
polytropically with volume, with an effective exponent
g. In [2,3] g changes abruptly from its isothermal to
its adiabatic value atRstd  R0. Taking instead a more
realistic modelg  1 throughout the whole oscillation
with the exception of the immediate vicinity of the
0031-9007y98y80(6)y1332(4)$15.00
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strong bubble collapse results in a satisfactory fit with th
physical values fors andnl .

Because of the complications in the fits of Refs. [2,3]
the resulting data should be read with some care. This
also reflected in Fig. 3, where we display the data from
these two references for the expansion ratio (maximu
radius Rmax divided by R0): they show large deviations
at otherwise unchanged parameters. The expansion ra
is a quantity closely related to the violence of collaps
and therefore, presumably, to the intensity of energ
concentration and light emission [4]. It is therefore
puzzling that the same light intensity has been observe
in Refs. [2,3] in spite of the different expansion ratios
reported in Fig. 3.

The central claim of this paper is that the observe
dependence on water temperatureT in Figs. 1–3 can
be accounted for by theT dependence of the material
constants of water which are listed in Table I. In ou
analysis the most relevant effects are the temperatu

FIG. 1. Maximally achievable numberNmax of SBSL photons
for given water temperature. The experimental data (ope
boxes) are taken from Fig. 1 of [3]. The theoretical data
(filled circles) result from the full gas dynamical calculations
performed with the algorithm described in [4].
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Maximum forcing pressure for stable SBSL as
function of the water temperature. The experimental data (op
squares) are from Fig. 1 of [3]. The filled circles are th
theoretical values following from Fig. 4 below.

dependence of the gas solubilities (as already conjectu
in Ref. [7]) and of the viscosity; also, the temperatur
dependence of water vapor contributes. The variatio
of these material constants with temperature conspire
allow for larger shape stable bubbles and larger forcing
lower temperatures, resulting in more light emission.

When dissolving air with its various constituents in wa
ter, only the argon concentrationcAr

` (far away from the
bubble) is relevant in the SL regime, as SL air bubbl
rectify argon [8]. The degree of saturationcAr

` ycAr
0 is

one of the central parameters to determine the diffusi
equilibrium (ambient) radius of SL bubbles. This equ

FIG. 3. Experimental data for the expansion ratioRmaxyR0
at maximal ambient radiusRmax

0 as a function of the water
temperature taken from Fig. 1 of [3] (open triangles) an
Fig. 47 of [2] (open squares). Also shown are the theoretic
values following within the presented theoretical approa
(filled circles). The lower part of the figure shows the maxim
pressure achieved inside the bubble within the hydrodynamic
chemical approach.
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TABLE I. Material constants of water as a function o
temperature [6]. From top to bottom: surface tensions, density
r, kinematic viscositynl , vapor pressurepvap, speed of sound
cl , and solubilities of argon and nitrogen in watercAr

0 , c
N2
0 .

Water temperature 2.5 ±C 20 ±C 33 ±C

sfkgys2g 0.0753 0.0728 0.0707

rfgycm3g 1.000 0.998 0.995
nly1026fm2ysg 1.66 1.01 0.75

pvapfkPag 0.734 2.339 5.034
clfmysg 1414 1483 1516

cAr
0 fkgym3g 0.0892 0.0611 0.0495

c
N2
0 fkgym3g 0.0399 0.0283 0.0238

librium radius can be calculated within the hydrodynam
ical/chemical approach to SL [8–10], which takes int
account the mass exchange between the bubble inte
and the liquid due to (i) diffusion and (ii) dissociation
of molecular gases, which leads to argon rectification
the bubble. Here we follow that approach and calc
late the phase diagrams inR0 2 Pa space, resulting from
the diffusional/chemical stability of the bubble for vary
ing temperature, i.e., varying material constants and a
varyingcAr

` ycAr
0 sTd. The calculations (based on Rayleigh

Plesset dynamics) are described in detail in Ref. [8]. W
choose the material constants given in Table I, the fr
quency 26.5 kHz as in experiment [3], and an ambie
pressure of 1 atm. We modeled air as a mixture of 99
nitrogen and 1% argon (in the gas phase above the liqu
At a given total gas concentration ofc`yc0  20% for
T  2.5 ±C, the corresponding argon concentrations f
the three temperatures are readily calculated from Table
cAr

` ycAr
0 s2.5 ±Cd  0.20%, cAr

` ycAr
0 s20 ±Cd  0.29%, and

cAr
` ycAr

0 s33 ±Cd  0.36%, respectively.
The resulting equilibrium curves in phase space a

shown in Fig. 4. Diffusively stable bubbles are possib
on the branchesB and C [8]; however, according to
the (qualitative) energy focusing conditionj ÙRjycg . 1
[2,9,11] (wherecg is the speed of sound in the gas bubble
most bubbles on branchB will not be able to emit SL
light, in agreement with recent experiments [10,12].

A key issue is that the upper limit in bothPa and R0
on branchC is given by the parametric shape instabilit
of the bubble wall [9,11,13,14]. The shape instability de
pends on theviscosityof the water [15], which strongly
increases with decreasing water temperature, thus st
lizing the bubble. For the values given in Table I w
find (within the approximations of [9]) that shape in
stability sets in at an ambient radius of roughlyR0 
3.5, 4, and5 mm for 33, 20, and 2.5±C, respectively; see
the dashed lines in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4 one immediately realizes that the bubb
can be driven harder (largerPmax

a ) for lower temperatures.
The valuesPmax

a from Fig. 4 are displayed in Fig. 2,
showing good agreement with experiment.
1333
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FIG. 4. Phase diagram in theR0-Pa parameter space. The
solid lines show the stable diffusive equilibria for three
different temperatures. The bubbles along the curvesC contain
essentially pure argon. The bubbles along the curvesB have
a slightly enhanced argon concentration—these bubbles are
equilibrium because the mass gain by rectified diffusion an
the mass loss by chemical reactions balance [8]. Left of ea
curve C bubbles are shrinking, right of each curveC they are
growing, as indicated by the arrows. The dashed lines sh
where the bubbles become spherically unstable because of
parametric shape instability (shape inst.) [9]. The intersecti
with the diffusive stability line definesPmax

a andRmax
0 (circles).

On decreasing the water temperature,the material
constants of water are changed according to Table
this has the following effects on the curves in Fig. 4
(i) The water viscositynl is increased;as stated above,
nl determines the damping of bubble shape oscillation
therefore, bubbles are more stable; the stability line shi
towards largerR0. (ii) The relative argon concentration
cAr

` ycAr
0 sT d becomessmaller; in order to counteract

dissolution, the bubbles must oscillate more violently t
rectify gases. Thus, diffusive equilibria are reached on
at higherPa, and curvesB andC are shifted to the right,
allowing for largerPmax

a . (iii) The water vapor pressure
pvap decreases;this, too, slightly shifts curvesB and C
to the right. The reason is that the reduced total press
inside the bubble leads to smallerRmax. The resulting
reduced gas rectification has to be compensated by lar
Pa. (iv) The small temperature dependences ofs, r, and
cl have hardly any effect.

In Fig. 3 we include the theoretical expansion rati
RmaxyR0jRmax

0
calculated with the Rayleigh-Plesset equa

tion for Pmax
a and Rmax

0 determined from Fig. 4. Here,
the agreement with the data from the fits of [2,3] is no
as good. We speculate that part of the discrepancy or
inates from the fit procedure (to obtainR0) of Refs. [2,3]
(see our criticism above) and suggest direct measureme
of RmaxyR0, either by Mie scattering at two different fre-
quencies or by employing the method developed by Ho
and Gaitan [12].
1334
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One may wonder why a relatively modest change
Pmax

a andRmax
0 (cf. Figs. 2 and 4) leads to considerably en

hanced light emission; cf. Fig. 1. The reason is twofol
(i) With increasingPa the bubble collapse becomesmuch
more violent and therefore the gas inside the bubble und
goes stronger heating. The violence of the bubble collap
can be quantified by the maximal pressurepmax reached in-
side the bubble (within the hydrodynamical approach); c
Fig. 3, lower part. The observed increase with decreas
water temperature is a direct consequence of the obser
increasein RmaxyR0 (upper part of Fig. 3): For bubbles
with a larger expansion ratio, more potential energy c
be converted into kinetic energy during the collapse, co
pressing the bubble more strongly. (ii) LargerRmax

0 means
that a larger number of gas molecules~sRmax

0 d3 can be
heated, which also leads to more light emission.

To complete our analysis, wecalculatethe light inten-
sity and compare it with the experimental data in Fig.
The light intensity can of course not be obtained from th
RP approach to SBSL. It sensitively depends on the ex
temperature achieved in the bubble at the collapse wh
can only beestimatedwithin the Rayleigh-Plesset bubble
approach, using one of a number of simple models, e
adiabatic heating at the collapse.

However, numerical codes that calculate the gas d
namics of the bubble’sinterior and the resulting optical
emission have been developed [4,16]. We use the mo
recently proposed by Mosset al. [4] to calculate the gas
dynamics inside the bubble at the collapse and the result
optical emission. The model solves the gas dynamic eq
tions for the conservation of mass, momentum, and ene
in the gas bubble and the surrounding liquid, using a fin
differencing scheme for the assumed spherical growth a
collapse of the bubble. Accurate high pressure/tempe
ture equations of state are used to describe the water
the argon. Energy loss by thermal conduction in the pa
tially ionized gas created during the collapse is included
the model. Although light emission is the primary diag
nostic of SBSL, the energy loss by the radiation of light
negligible compared to that by thermal conduction. Th
simplifies the calculation of the emitted optical power an
spectra, which are computed using the opacity and the c
culated densities and electron temperatures of the partia
ionized gas. Full details are given in [4]. The model wa
able to account for many experimentally found features
SBSL, including spectra and the sensitivity of the spe
tral intensity to the applied acoustic pressure (or, equiv
lently, Rmax). This last result establishes the relevance
the model to the current analysis. We use the parame
pairs (Pmax

a , Rmax
0 ) or equivalently (RmaxjRmax

0
, Rmax

0 ) re-
sulting from the above hydrodynamical/chemical approa
for the three different analyzed water temperatures
input parameters for the gas dynamical code. The num
of photons obtained in the wavelength window (200 nm
750 nm) is compared to the experimental data in Fig.
showing reasonable agreement.
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To summarize, the experimentally found water tempe
ature dependence of SBSL [2,3] can consistently be a
counted for by the water temperature dependence of
material constants of water: At lower water temperatu
bubbles are more stable and can therefore be forced m
strongly, resulting in more light. Combined with a gas dy
namical simulation of the bubble’s interior, this approac
can reproduce the 3 orders of magnitude increase in
observed photon number when changing the temperat
from ,30 ±C to ,0 ±C.

We suggest several control experiments to study t
temperature dependence of SBSL. In all cases the exp
ments should be done withstableSBSL, whose regime in
phase space can always (at least approximately) be c
culateda priori, following the hydrodynamical/chemical
approach.

(i) The bubble dynamicsRstd should be measured as
a function of the water temperature—this should reve
that the water temperature dependence of SBSL is mai
a bubble dynamical effect. In particular, as alread
mentioned above, the experimental data of Fig. 3 shou
be remeasured.

(ii) In addition, as suggested in a recent report b
Vuong, Fyrillas, and Szeri [17], one should study how th
bubble dynamics and the light intensity change (for fixe
forcing pressure) with water temperature forxenon doped
andhelium dopednitrogen bubbles. The two noble gase
should show different behavior, becausecXe

0 strongly
depends on the water temperatureT , whereascHe

0 shows
only a weak dependence; see Fig. 3 of Ref. [17]. Th
kind of experiment will be a useful diagnostics of the
identity of the gas in the bubble [17]. It will also help
to distinguish between the gas solubility effects on th
light intensity and other bubble dynamical effects, e.g
those caused by the temperature dependence of the w
viscosity and of the vapor pressure.

(iii) Finally, instead of preparing the gas concentration
one temperature [resulting in a water temperature dep
dent relative concentrationcAr

` ycAr
0 sT d], one couldkeep

cAr
` ycAr

0 constantat various temperatures, e.g., by usin
noble gas doped oxygen bubbles and controlling the act
gas content with oxyometry; cf. Gompfet al. [18]. If in
addition the forcing pressure amplitude is kept consta
the location of the shape instability and its dependence
water viscosity will also become irrelevant. Altogether
we therefore predict that the water temperature depende
of SBSL light emissionat otherwise fixed parametersPa,
cAr

` ycAr
0 will be only weak.
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